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New Work virtual/analog

Leading Scrum teams effectively – 

even without solid line  

managerial responsibility

Leadership Skills for 
Scrum Masters 

—   Leadership and responsibility

—    Communication and conflicts
—  Servant leadership

—   My mindset as a Scrum Master

Contents

In 2 days, we work in short content sprints and, above all,  

using concrete practical examples.

Format

Experienced Scrum Masters who want to increase their  

effective ness in their organisation.

Who for

For each session:  
preparatory and transfer  
assignments via the  
P1 e-learning platform

Short learning units between the sessions enable 

participants to consolidate what they have learned 

and familiarize themselves with new issues – at  

the time of their choosing. In this way, the sessions,  

daily working life and short learning units are  

optimally interlinked to enable iterative 

implementation of what has been learned.

The Leadership Skills for Scrum Masters training course is aimed at those individuals responsible  

for successfully incorporating Scrum into their companies. The participants should

—  have practical experience as Scrum Masters

—  ideally be certified as a Scrum Master

—  have already addressed the topic of leadership in an agile environment

—   want to find out more about why leadership is the biggest lever for the goal-oriented further 
development of organizations

If the above requirements are either not or only partially fulfilled, if you want to focus on other areas  
or if you want to work in an analog way: let’s talk.

The concept

Alternating between short input sessions and discussions on 

concrete examples from daily working life, we stay very close to 

the participants’ real challenges as leaders. We start with the 

special aspects of leadership the role of the Scrum Master brings 

with it, highlight specific conflicts and, in the final session, take  
an intensive look inside. The participants receive specific tools 
and benefit from the comprehensive experience of the trainers 
and other participants.

Why

The Scrum Master plays a diverse role in organizations. 

The role is not always clearly defined or properly and 
purposefully delineated from other roles. We reflect on the 
role, responsibility, attitude and peer status as servant 

leader, and help the participants communicate in a goal-
oriented manner with their organisation.

We tailor the concept 

to your requirements. 

Contact us to arrange 

your personal consultation!

Information on organisation and program:


